
       MATH for the  

      Skilled Trades 
 

“Strong skills, especially in math, will prepare students for success          
in apprenticeship and a career in the trades.”   

 http://www.careersintrades.ca/uploads/documents/PDFs/Educator_Workshop.pdf;   Images in this presentation are from www.google.ca (images) 
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MATH  Common to All  Skilled Trades  

Fractions Decimals 

Percent 
Ratio and 

Proportion 



  Algebra Measurement 

Geometry 
Perimeter, 

Area, 
Volume 



Additionally, SOME Trades Need 

  

 
           Advanced Geometry 

Trigonometry 

Vectors 



Key MATH Indicators            

for Success in Level 1 

Proficiency 
with 

FRACTIONS 

Good 

NUMBER 
SENSE 

Ability to work 

WITHOUT  
a Calculator 



CROSS  C a n c e l l i n g   

By KNOWING this… …this becomes EASIER 

 



More Key MATH Indicators     

Good ANALYTICAL and 

PROBLEM SOLVING skills 

Knowledge of both the METRIC 
and IMPERIAL systems 

Ability to manipulate FORMULAS 
and CROSS MULTIPLY 



Additionally…a POSITIVE Attitude 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Developing a GROWTH, not a FIXED, Mindset 
Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D 



FIXED                    
Mindset                                              

www.learning-knowledge.com 

Finite Limit     
to what can be learned 

Avoids 
challenges 

GROWTH 
Mindset 

With effort,                  

No Limit              
to what can be learned 

challenges are 

Opportunities    
to Grow 

“My PARENTS aren’t good in math so NEITHER AM I.” 



Different TYPES of Learners  

13+ systems in the BRAIN affect how we LEARN 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Exercise working memory by practicing mental math 
• Command of an idea compression  faster, more efficient learning 

• Free up space in working memory for higher level thinking; finding patterns 

examinedexistence.com 



  Capacity for the BRAIN to GROW is Huge 

THINKING about mistakes helps your brain GROW 

  Caterpillars  vs  Grasshoppers 

Quality of Time   vs    Quantity of Time  



The BRICK WALL Analogy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROGRESSION in Math depends on a SOLID FOUNDATION 
 



LATTICE Multiplication 
 

Find the product: 162 x 83 
 

Step 1: Draw a “lattice” that has one column for each digit of the 
first factor, and one row for each digit of the second factor. Draw 
diagonal lines through the corners of the boxes and that extend 
out the bottom and left side. 

  

 



Step 2: Each box in the lattice represents a multiplication. 

Multiply the digit above each box by the digit to the right of the 
box. Place the ones digit of the product under the diagonal line 
and the tens digit above. 



Step 3: Add each diagonal column, carrying digits to the next 

column when necessary. Place the sum for each column outside 
the lattice. Read the final answer left to right. 

 

 

 

 

         Answer 

       162 × 83 = 𝟏𝟑, 𝟒𝟒𝟔 
 

 

Check answers by CASTING OUT 9’S 



LATTICE Multiplication with DECIMALS 

• Line up the decimal places of each factor with a column or 
row line of the lattice. 

• Follow the diagonal where the factors’ decimal points meet to 
place the decimal in the answer.  

 



Other CHALLENGES we Face 

• Linear Thinking 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

“I could barely get through high school math. How can I possibly do college math.” 



“I chose the Trades so I  

WOULDN’T have to take MATH.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MATH is the LANGUAGE of Science and Technology  

 

godumplingsgo.com 

  



I don’t NEED Math. I can  

always find someone else to do it for me. 

More 
MATH 

More  

OPPORTUNITY 

More $            



UnREALISTIC Expectations 

Students are expecting to pass without meeting the 

minimum requirements. 
 

“I tried. Why haven’t I passed?” 
“I’ve answered half the test, know I’ve made mistakes, but I think I’ve passed” 



Roadblocks for Choosing the SKILLED Trades  

Not having a good 
idea of what the 

work entails 

College seen as 
not as valuable 

as university 

Thinking there are 

NO JOBS in  
Skilled Trades 

Thinking Skilled 
Trades are not for 

WOMEN 



   In Summary, SUCCESS in Trade MATH requires … 

Willingness to WORK HARD to improve math skills 

Genuine DESIRE to be SUCCESSFUL in the Trades 

A POSITIVE Attitude 

Strong BASIC math skills 


